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Blue Eyes Turned To Grey
The Jakes

Cm G# Eb

Cm                           G#               Eb
Every time a way to find you I see you in my dreams
Cm                            G#                        Eb
It s like a roman candle that never meant to split the seams
Cm                              G#                  Eb
What is this now i thought your eyes were cerulean blue
Cm                           Eb
But now the gray I m finding so is our love
Eb
There s not a room for two so
Eb                               G#      Cm
Every time I look in your eyes, i see the... for two
Eb                               G#     Cm
Every time I look in your eyes, i see cerulean blue 
Eb G# Cm  Eb G# Cm
Oh yeah yeah

Cm                       G#             Eb
Holding circles but they never seem to close
Cm
I m keeping it straight
Eb
But these lines they never seem so close
Eb                               G#      Cm
Every time I look in your eyes, i see the... for two
Eb                               G#     Cm
Every time I look in your eyes, i see cerulean blue 
Eb G# Cm  Eb G# Cm
Oh yeah yeah
Cm                       G#             Eb
Holding circles but they never seem to close
Cm
I m keeping it straight
Eb
But these lines they never seem so close

Cm                                        G#              Eb
I m finding, out slowly but surely, we re fools in these matters
Cm                              G#
Are we fools or are we the dead I really don t know I don t care or FIGHT
Cm                     G#      Eb
Where do we go on this matter yeah
Cm                            G#
Will little things smother us I was down for two-fifty
Eb



I m on the racecar direct in front two in the back... seats

Eb                               G#      Cm
Every time I look in your eyes, i see the... for two
Eb                               G#     Cm
Every time I look in your eyes, i see cerulean blue 
Eb G# Cm  Eb G# Cm
Oh yeah yeah


